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issue is the most complicated and tension provoking in India, as whole of the country was in the
grip of communal tension and hatred for the last three decades. It was a matter of grief that
Ramjanmabhumi i.e. the birth place of Ram (according to Hindu community), which ought to be a
sacred place of worship, took the shape of battle-field for both, the Hindus and the Muslims.1 The
communal fire lit from here spread to the whole country. Ayodhya is now in every one s mind, not
due to its affiliation with Ram the God, but due to the fact that communal forces in various political
parties made it their main political agenda for obvious electoral gains. This dispute, in recent years
has become the most important reason for a deep deterioration of inter-communal relationship
and communalisation of Indian political process. This dispute, undoubtedly one of the most
sensitive communal issues after partition and biggest controversy after the Shah Bano case. In the
year 1986, the doors of the disputed shrine (Babri Masjid) were opened for...
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